Safety Alert
Number: 19-10
Subject: LTI – Fractured Ankle

Published: 23/07/2019

What Happened / Narrative
The IP was boarding the vessel via the gangway; when accessing the vessel’s gangway, the IP’s length of stride resulted him
missing some of the steps, this in turn caused misplaced footing that lead to an immediate strain on his ankle. It was later
established that the ankle bones were indeed fractured.
Why Did it Happen / Cause
Following the investigation, it was concluded that this incident was a result of the IP missing the established steps on the
gangway which gave way to the imbalance. The IP was adhering to the 3 Points of contact and was not carrying bags /
equipment. Additionally, the gangway was rigged as per requirements and no environmental conditions contributed to the
incident.
Corrective Actions Taken / Recommendations
The access and egress of the vessel’s gangway is a routine task for any seafarer, but on this occasion, it caused personal
injury. As with this incident, the risk of injury is prevalent at any time.
As experienced seafarers do we really ask ourselves the following questions before we step on the gangway?
•

Is the angle of the gangway too steep?

•

Is the gangway secured and stable?

•

Is the gangway wet and or slippery?

•

Is a safety net rigged correctly?

•

Can I adhere to the 3 Points of Contact?

•

Is my bag / equipment too heavy or preventing me holding onto the handrails?

Perhaps we should pause and just take a moment to be mindful of those questions before we act?
Photographs / Supporting Information
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